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Here is a civil lesion for those people who still believe in the U.S. 
Constitution and state constitutions.  Our u.S.A. constitutions both state 
and federal have gone through evolutionary process; past constitutions 
made provisions for the peoples law where the people are sovereign 
(county level) and legislators law which is state/county statutory laws. 
These old constitutions were designed to accommodate one class of 
citizenship: Ref 1849 California Constitution and the 1781 U.S.A 
Constitution. Our whole world changed with the Civil Federal Wars of 
U.S.A. What changed?  Our old republic was replaced with a New Form 
of Government called a Democracy.  So what is this Democracy?  It’s a 
form of government where we the people are no longer sovereign.  We 
the people were blended with other foreign people and governed by 
statutory 14th amendment laws, rather than the people’s old common 
law.  So when we observe the evolution of constitutions we see that our 
laws were changed by federal/State legislative 14th amendment statutory 
adopted laws.  This would mean that the new sovereign was the federal 
government body called (congress) and the people became congresses 
subjects by silent acceptance of statutory contract law of the ruler known 
as Equity/martial law rule.  The district of Columbia/federal government 
would rule over the several states people by converting these alleged 
States of sovereign people’s contracts into federal unincorporated 
business organizations where you loose your individual sovereign status 
of a dejure state and become a subject/contractee of this new form of 
ruler’s government.  You were also by the late 1930 converted into a 
debtor rather than a creditor by you subjugating yourself to a new world 
order where your common law (peoples law of God), money(Gold and 
silver), property rights ( allodium titles) were replaced by a martial law 
rule under civil law ruler ship (congress).  So this type of written private 
international statutory law now rules over you as a debtor.  The people’s 
laws as a sovereign were replaced by your silent acceptance by your 
ignorance of statutory laws and then you wonder why you are no longer 
in charge of things. We have been sold a bill of goods that are deceptive 
unless you are a student of history and understand the English language 
you have no tools to discover what has injected this cancer that leaves 
you so dumbfounded.  Welcome to tyranny and blame yourself, schools, 
parents, and government representatives and church minister who teach 
a perverted sense of Gods works controlled by the State under a 501 C3 
license requirements. YOU put us here; now do something to get us out!  


